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Foreword 

 

Invest in Success. Divest from Distress. 

A Transformational Approach 

Families in their many shapes and forms are the keystone of our nation. The Family Success 

Institute (FSI) provides critical support to communities, policymakers, human service 

administrators, and - most importantly - families, to develop proactive, equitable and innovative 

policy and practice solutions to intractable social problems. Our approach and values are 

universal and apply to all families; our priority is to support vulnerable, primarily low-income 

children, youth, families and communities. 

Why Family Success? 

Despite all the money, resources and energy we spend, our country has some of the worst child 

and family outcomes in the developed world. Even after decades of trying to reduce the symptoms 

of family distress through an enormous outlay of public and private investments, we are mired in 

a vast number of disconnected, casualty-based, crisis-driven programs and services that do not 

adequately address the barriers to success that many families face. Fragmented and poorly 

coordinated benefits and services from multiple agencies and community institutions have made 

it difficult for families to access, comprehend, or trust these services, despite the best intentions 

of many. 

There are negative social and financial implications to sustaining a symptom-focused, crisis-

driven approach. The national cost associated with childhood poverty, including public assistance, 

health care, reduced tax revenues, and criminal justice involvement, has recently been estimated 

at $1.0298 trillion per year, or 5.4% of the GDP1. The human costs are incalculable and 

unacceptable.  We need a fresh approach. 

The Family Success Institute promotes a transformational shift in thinking, funding and practice, 

away from a primary focus on reacting to symptoms of family distress toward investments in 

comprehensive, coordinated supports for child, family and community success. 

Our vision is for every family and community to have the resources, opportunities and 

support they need to successfully raise their children from birth to young adulthood. 

 

                                                           
1McLaughlin, M. and Rank, M. (2017).  Estimating the cost of childhood poverty in the United States. St. 

Louis, MO: Washington University.  https://confrontingpoverty.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/PAPER15.pdf  accessed 5/09/19 

https://confrontingpoverty.org/wr-content/uploads/2017/02/PAPER15.pdf
https://confrontingpoverty.org/wr-content/uploads/2017/02/PAPER15.pdf
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The Family Success Approach 

There are three key components of our approach: 1) our developmental framework, Journeys of 

Family Success, spanning across the stages of child and youth development and the four main 

life domains, or pillars prerequisite to family success; 2) our commitment and support for family 

and community leadership and voice; and 3) our public policy stance, summed up in our mantra, 

“Invest in success, divest from distress.”  

1. The Family Success Framework 

 

2. Family and Community Leadership and Voice. 

One of the most alienating human experiences is the loss of control over one’s own destiny. 

Too often, children and families have decisions made on their behalf by well-meaning experts.   

When families are excluded from day-to-day practical decisions that impact their lives and the 

lives of their children, the predictable results are resigned dependency, depression and 

alienation. When family and community members are respected as critical, knowledgeable 

partners in the planning, allocation, and service decisions that impact their lives, important 

priorities are illuminated and creative and effective solutions can emerge, producing 

fundamentally better results. Family members assume more responsibility for their own lives, 

the lives of their children, and the health of their communities. 
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We support family and community members to be their own change agents, and include youth, 

parents, caregivers, and community members in all aspects of planning, implementation and 

evaluation, for a more tangible stake in the success of their families and community. 

3. Informing Public Policy - Invest in Success, Divest from Distress. 

The shift from distress-focused to comprehensive, success-focused approaches requires the 

mobilization of policymakers, leaders of public and private organizations and individuals 

towards a common holistic vision that guides policies and procedures, organizational 

structure, program and funding strategies, and evaluation and public dialogue. Ultimately, the 

realization of transformative, systemic change will require horizontal and vertical policy and 

funding alignment across current siloes and among all governmental levels. To that end, we 

have supported the creation and implementation of family success-informed policies and 

infrastructures, financial mechanisms, and measurement strategies for state and local 

initiatives. 

Our Initial Study of the NJ Budget 

Perhaps the clearest starting point in moving toward positive change is to understand how we 

currently spend scarce and dear taxpayer resources to support children, youth and families. To 

this end, we began with an analysis of state spending in the 2018 New Jersey budget.  

We have been most fortunate to have Cynthia Esposito Lamy, Ed.D., as our executive 

consultant and researcher for this effort. Cindy Lamy serves as the Institute leader for policy and 

research. Her high standards, analytical skills, deep experience, passion and humanistic values 

guide our work to create a fusion of art and science to support family success. 

Cindy is a developmental and educational research psychologist whose work is focused on 

children, families and schools impacted by poverty. She is the author of American Children in 

Chronic Poverty: Complex Risks, Benefit-Cost Analyses, and Untangling the Knot 

(Lexington Books, 2013), along with many reports, articles and chapters on early childhood 

education and the challenges and opportunities of children, families and schools vulnerable to the 

effects of poverty. 

At the National Institute for Early Education Research (NIEER) at Rutgers University, where she 

is a Senior Fellow, Dr. Lamy led the research on New Jersey’s Abbott preschools, and 

implemented seminal studies of the impact of high quality early education on children across the 

country. Previous to that she directed the Childhood Supports – Adolescent Outcomes Head Start 

study, following 200 Head Start families and children over seven years. At the Robin Hood 

Foundation in New York City, she helped to develop a metrics system to estimate the social return 

on investment for fighting poverty. In addition to her work at the Family Success Institute, Cindy 

has recently taken the position of Vice President for Quality and Research at Family Intervention 

Services. 
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Cindy holds a Master’s degree in Learning, Cognition and Development with certification in 

Interdisciplinary Infant Studies and a Doctorate in Educational Psychology from Rutgers 

University. 

We are most gratified by the foundational contribution Cindy Lamy has made to the Family 
Success movement in New Jersey. 
  
Jeanne Warnock and Tom Blatner, Co-founders 
The Family Success Institute 
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Overview 

This report, part of a planned series of reports on public spending related to children, youth and 

families in New Jersey, is the updated and final version of a previously released draft.  The first 

draft was a review of FY2018 New Jersey state appropriations without accounting for federal 

funds. The current report adds federal funds to the initial state analysis.  This report is from the 

perspective of the Family Success framework ‒ a perspective not usually applied to governmental 

budgets.   

The Family Success framework looks across the human lifespan, employing a developmental 

trajectory model from early childhood to adulthood, called journeys; and across important pillars 

of life success - family and community relationships, health and well-being, safety and financial 

security, learning and education.  This framework was developed by the Family Success Institute 

and its stakeholders to help inform the direction of its work to assess community needs against 

the local capacity to serve; and to guide complex, collaborative approaches to solving intractable 

social issues from a supportive, strengths-based approach.   

The purpose of the study 

The study has multiple purposes.  First, we want to understand from the Family Success 

perspective how our state and federal tax dollars are being spent across the developmental 

stages of people’s lives and across types of programs.  To that end, we categorize programs 

across all of New Jersey’s state-funded, people-facing agencies into three sections: 1) primarily 

supportive, strengths-based or preventive programs that bolster the capabilities of families or 

individuals, or intentionally attempt to prevent possible later distress; 2) programs intervening 

more contingently to attempt to head off imminent distress, or attempting to remediate an existing 

problem; or 3) programs dealing with people who have fallen into distress, including people who 

are chronically in poverty, incarcerated, homeless, addicted, children in out of home placements, 

and school failure (of students and of schools). 

Second, this review will form the basis for the subsequent study of the potential social return on 

investment of New Jersey’s existing evidence-informed programs for prevention or early 

intervention along with estimated social returns on potential new investments in programs for 

which there is strong research.   

Finally, we plan to include local as well as state appropriations and federal funding across a 

broader array of types of programs including healthcare, and learning and education, applying 

the Family Success framework to select local communities. 

 

Including Federal Funds in the New Jersey State Cost Study 

 

Federal funds that flow into New Jersey are a critically important source of support for the people 

of our state.  Federal funds received in FY2018 by New Jersey’s state government agencies, non-

profit organizations and individuals total a tremendous $65.8 billion.  This includes $18.1 billion in 
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grants to governmental agencies or non-profits, including both mandatory and discretionary 

funding; $7.5 billion in contracts, mainly to New Jersey businesses working with the federal 

government; and $39.6 billion in direct payments to individuals2. 

 

Grants to governmental agencies or non-profits 

Mandatory programs include Medicaid, Medicare and the Children’s Health Insurance Program 

(CHIP), and these programs alone absorb about $9.35 billion3 of the federal funds going to state 

agencies.  Mandatory programs also include the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program 

(SNAP) and other nutrition programs, adoption and foster care programs, Temporary Assistance 

to Needy Families (TANF), Social Service Block Grant (SSBG) programs, and child support 

enforcement.  Discretionary programs include Title 1, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA), Head Start, Women, Infants and Children (WIC), Low Income Home Energy Assistance 

Program (LIHEAP), Section 8, Child Development Block Grant (CDBG) programs, Workforce 

Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), public safety, and various other grants programs. 

 

Direct payments to individuals 

The direct federal payments to individuals totaling about $39.6 billion are mainly Social Security 

retirement funds ($22.37 billion) and Social Security Supplemental Insurance and Social Security 

Disability Insurance (SSI/SSDI) payments (combined at about $4.55 billion), Section 8 vouchers 

($1.33 billion), Pell grants (estimated at $500 million4), food stamps ($1.03 billion) and Temporary 

Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) payments ($427 million).5     Additionally, a substantial 

amount of federal funding goes to direct payments to healthcare organizations to cover 

                                                           
2 The remainder of federal funds, estimated at about $600 million, fall under the heading of ‘Other 

financial assistance’.  These subtotals do not tally up to the total.  Note that based on the information in 
Schedule 2, Federal Revenues, pgs. C-16 - C-22 of the State of New Jersey Detailed Budget for Fiscal 
Year 2018, total federal funding to NJ state governmental offices is reported at approximately $14.11B.  
The Governor’s FY 2018 Detailed Budget (February 28, 2017).  Office of Management and Budget, 
Trenton, New Jersey. 
https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/omb/publications/18budget/pdf/FY18BudgetBook.pdf 
3 This estimate is calculated based on the information in Schedule 2, Federal Revenues, pgs. C-16 - C-22 

of the State of New Jersey Detailed Budget for Fiscal Year 2018.  It is the total of all Title XIX and XXI 
funding to DHS.   
4 The Pell grant estimated amount is based on the finding that New Jersey spends an equivalent amount 

in Pell grant dollars to state grant aid dollars for low-income college students.  Easton, C., Kulkarni, S., 
Birgeneau, R., Brady, H. and Hout, M. (2017). Affording the dream: Student debt and state need-based 
grant aid for public university students.  Figure 6. Research and Occasional Paper Series CHSE.4.17. 
Center for Studies in Higher Education.  University of California, Berkeley.  
https://cshe.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/publications/2.rops_.cshe_.4.17.eaton-et-
al.affordingthedream.03.03.2017.pdf accessed 2/1/19.  We have earlier estimated New Jersey’s state 
grant aid amount at $478.78M based on the HESAA and OSHE reported budget amounts.  
5 Note that the complexity and opacity of funding flows, which often flow to and through multiple state 

agencies, makes reliable tallying and correspondence of subtotals to overall totals nearly impossible.  To 
take one example, it appears that while TANF payments are considered direct payments to individuals, 
they flow through the NJ Department of Human Services through the TANF Block grant, and in part also 
through the Department of Labor and Workforce Development and are included in the tally of federal 
funds going to governmental agencies in the New Jersey budget book, but are also included under the 
direct spending amounts found in the USASpending.gov website. The estimates in this paper should be 
understood as ballpark figures.  

https://www.state.nj.us/treasury/omb/publications/18budget/pdf/FY18BudgetBook.pdf
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Medicaid/Medicare subsidy costs for individuals, estimated at about $10.26 billion ($5.72 billion 

plus another $4.54 billion for the Medicare prescription drug plans). 

 

We also include federal grant dollars that flow directly to local agencies, including to local Head 

Start agencies.  Head Start agencies in New Jersey received approximately $167 million in federal 

funds in FY20186.  Additionally, Promise Neighborhood grants are active in two New Jersey cities, 

Camden and Newark, and total about $12 million in FY2018 federal funds7.  

 

Support from the research literature for this approach 

Although uncommon in the social science research literature, the overlay of a developmental 

framework on a government budget is not entirely without precedent.  Belfield and Garcia (2011) 

created a ‘fiscal map’ of New York City’s total child expenditures by age grouping, low-income 

status, funding source and level of government, to understand the extent to which government 

resources were being allocated to address the needs of children, especially vulnerable children 

in low-income families, across agencies8.  These authors found that low-income children were 

receiving the majority of governmental expenditures directed at children, although the additional 

spending on them appeared largely remedial, not supportive.  Additionally, these authors point 

out some important caveats to their work, some of which bear repeating here; e.g. that an analysis 

of government budgets leaves out philanthropic and family spending, omits market value of in 

kind donations of goods and services and only reports what is spent but not what should be spent 

or whether what is spent covers the need.  These caveats should also be applied to the current 

work. 

There is growing recognition among experts across relevant fields that our most difficult poverty-

related societal problems have proven so intractable because they are complex, interacting, multi-

sector problems for which there is no single-factor, short-term solution9.  The human distress 

caused by disadvantage, discrimination and lack of opportunity requires comprehensive 

approaches to cross-sector solutions that necessarily include stakeholders across multiple 

governmental agencies and funding streams.  Moreover, experts agree that earlier, high quality 

supportive, preventive and interventive programs have important, measurable positive impacts 

                                                           
6 This estimate is primarily based on federal reporting of 2017 funding amounts, which did not appreciably 

change in the following year.  https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/hs-program-fact-sheet-
2017_0.pdf accessed on 2/5/19 
7  Information on Promise Neighborhood grants is from https://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-do/parental-

options/promise-neighborhoods-pn/awards/  accessed on 2/4/19 
8 Belfield, C. & Garcia, E. (2011).  Providing comprehensive educational opportunity to low-income 

students: How much does New York City now spend on children’s services? New York, NY: Campaign for 
Educational Equity, Teachers College, Columbia University. 
9 For some discussion of the complexity of factors associated with poverty and the complex effects on 

children and families, see for example: McLloyd, V. (1998).  Socioeconomic disadvantage and child 
development.  American Psychologist, 53(2), 185 - 204. Evans, G. (2004).  The environment of child 
poverty.  American Psychologist, 59(2), 77 - 92.  Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011).  Collective Impact.  
Stanford Social Innovation Review.  Winter, 2011.  Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University. Lamy, C.E. (2013).  
American children in chronic poverty: Complex risks, benefit-cost analyses, and untangling the knot.  
Latham, MD: Lexington Books. 

https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/hs-program-fact-sheet-2017_0.pdf
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/hs-program-fact-sheet-2017_0.pdf
https://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-do/parental-options/promise-neighborhoods-pn/awards/
https://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-do/parental-options/promise-neighborhoods-pn/awards/
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and are substantially more effective and cost efficient than later remedial programs or 

incarceration, often returning benefits to society that exceed costs10.  

One of the first steps to solving these complex problems is to understand more comprehensively 

the distribution of public dollars toward them.   

Programs that work and Social Return on Investment (SROI) 

We are informed by a rich and expanding research literature on the effects of early supportive 

and preventive programs and best practice interventions to mitigate the probabilities of a panoply 

of distressful life outcomes for children and youth, especially those in disadvantaged 

neighborhoods, including educational failure and incarceration, which are painful, humiliating, and 

costly.  These distressful negative outcomes also create the need for expensive governmental 

responses while at the same time reducing the productivity of society.   

The benefits and costs of high quality home visiting, preschool and alternatives to incarceration 

are very briefly highlighted below.   

Home visiting and early childhood education.  Especially for high quality home visiting for young, 

expectant mothers and families with very young children, and for high quality preschool for three- 

and four-year-olds, there is a robust research literature for each type of program detailing 

significantly decreased probabilities of a mix of detrimental outcomes including child abuse, poor 

health, school failure, arrest and incarceration.  High quality preschool has additionally been found 

to increase adult earnings and taxes paid and decrease use of government entitlements over the 

lifetime of those preschoolers.  These programs return benefits that far exceed costs, to the 

individuals and families served and to society, with estimates found to range between 3:1 and 

17:111.   

Opportunity youth, and alternatives to incarceration.  While there are fewer evidence-informed 

programs for teenagers and older youth that can report the solid positive impacts of home visiting 

and preschool, it has been estimated that ‘opportunity youth’, or those youth between the ages of 

                                                           
10 For instance, see the body of work produced by the Washington State Institute for Public Policy, 

including a synopsis of benefit-cost findings across fields: Lee, M. & Aos, S. (2015).  What works and 
what does not? Benefit-cost findings from WSIPP. Olympia, WA: Washington State Institute for Public 
Policy. 
11 There is an extensive literature detailing the evidence for home visiting and preschool.  Home visiting: 

for a recent review see Sama-Miller, E., Akers, L., Mraz-Esposito, A., Avellar, S., Paulsell, D. & Del 
Grosso, P. (2016). Home visiting programs: Reviewing evidence of effectiveness. OPRE Report #2016-
73. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children’s 
Services, Office of Planning, Research and Evaluation.  High quality preschool: For a thorough and 
succinct review please see Yoshikawa, H., Weiland, C., Brooks-Gunn, J., Burchinal, M., Espinosa, L., 
Gormley, W., Ludwig, J., Magnuson, K., Phillips, D. & Zaslow, M. (2013).  Investing in our future: The 
evidence base on preschool education.  Society for Research in Child Development.   For a review that 
includes a detailed description of New Jersey’s excellent preschool program please see  Barnett, W. S., 
Frede, E. C. (2017). Long-term effects of a system of high-quality universal preschool education in the 
United States. In Blossfeld, H.-P., Kulic, N., Skopek, J., Triventi, M. (Eds.), Childcare, early education and 

social inequality: An international perspective (pp. 152–172). Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar. 
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about 16 to 24 years old who are unattached or under-attached to education or employment, cost 

society an average $236,000 over their lifetimes at net present value in less taxes paid, increased 

crime and increased welfare payments12.  These youth are typically in need of more complex and 

costly supports, but an adequate education is so important to future employment and earnings in 

today’s society that nearly any program that could produce such an impact at costs up to about 

$236,000 in current dollars would meet a cost-effectiveness test. 

After the arrest of a teenager, those youth who become incarcerated are much more likely to be 

re-arrested than youth who are provided with a high quality alternative to incarceration (ATI), even 

after accounting for the age of the youth and the type of crime, setting them on a steep downward 

trajectory toward recurrent crime and chronic poverty which costs society dearly.  It is estimated 

that keeping a young, at-risk teenager away from a life of crime saves society between $2.6 million 

and $5.3 million in present value dollars over the lifetime of the teen13.  Alternatives to 

incarceration for youth are estimated to return benefits to society worth $5 to $15 for every dollar 

spent on such programs14.  Two successful and well known models of alternatives to incarceration 

for youth are Multisystemic Therapy (MST) and Family Functional Therapy (FFT)15. 

These are not the only programs to return benefits over costs, but they are the best known and 

the most studied.  Many program models have been estimated to return benefits over costs,16 

and promising new program models are being developed and evaluated all the time.  We know 

that while the structural conditions underlying poverty, including discrimination, unaffordable 

housing, and too few living wage jobs for under-skilled workers continue to contribute to the 

perpetuation of the cycle of poverty, human poverty-related distress will remain a challenge.  As 

a society, we need to implement more efficient and effective policies and programs to meet that 

challenge and expand what we know works to solve some of our most intractable, costly 

problems.  

                                                           
12 Belfield, C., Levin, H. & Rosen, R. (2012).  The economic value of opportunity youth.  Washington, DC: 

Corporation for National and Community Service. 
13 Cohen, M. & Piquero, A. (2009).  New evidence on the monetary value of saving a high risk youth. 

Journal of Quantitative Criminology, 25, 25 – 49. 
14 Aos, S., Miller, M., & Drake, E. (2006).  Evidence-based public policy options to reduce future prison 

construction, criminal justice costs, and crime rates.  Olympia: Washington State Institute for Public 
Policy.  Aos, S., Phipp, P., Barnoski, R. & Loeb, R. (2001).  The comparative costs and benefits of 
programs to reduce crime (Document #01-05-1201). Olympia: Washington State Institute for Public 
Policy. 
15 A study on 25-year outcomes of Multisystemic therapy (MST) indicates substantial cost-beneficial 

impacts:   Dopp, A., Borduin, C. Wagner, D. & Sawyer, A. (2014).  The economic impact of multisystemic 
therapy through midlife: A cost–benefit analysis with serious juvenile offenders and their siblings. Journal 
of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 82(4), 694-705. http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/a0036415 .  See also 
Curtis, N., Ronan, K. & Borduin, C. (2004).  Multisystemic treatment: A meta-analysis of outcome studies.  
Journal of Family Psychology, 18(3), 411-19.  Hartnett, D., Carr, A., Hamilton, E. and O'Reilly, G. (2016).  
The effectiveness of functional family therapy for adolescent behavioral and substance misuse problems: 
A meta-analysis. Family Process.  doi:10.1111/famp.12256. 
16 For instance, see Lee, M. & Aos, S. (2015).  What works and what does not? Benefit-cost findings from 

WSIPP. Olympia, WA: Washington State Institute for Public Policy. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/a0036415
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Methods 

Applying the Family Success framework to New Jersey FY 2018 state appropriations, we began 

by reviewing each state agency budget for the missions, goals and programs that align with the 

framework and then pored over the budget lines to find the corresponding appropriations.  We 

divided the programs into four loosely developmental groups: those that primarily focus on early 

childhood, youth, adults or transitions to adulthood, and those that support the contextual 

environment of a family but not specific individuals.   

We then reviewed each program and the related budget appropriations for its place along the 

continuum of distress, creating three categories: 1) Preventive/Supportive, 2) Contingently 

Preventive/Remedial, and 3) Distress-based.  In some cases budget amounts were estimated, 

for instance where the program budget within an agency was described inclusive of all sources 

of funds (state, federal and other) instead of separately, or where the overarching mission of the 

agency or program was spread across our categories (for example, health care).  Not every 

agency has an aligned mission, nor could every program within an agency with an aligned mission 

be clearly differentiated into a specific group, but most could. 

Next, each federal funding stream was analyzed to determine whether and how it fit into the 

continuum of distress and federal funds were then categorized using the same framework. 

Categorization decisions 

The distinction between preventive/supportive programs as opposed to contingently preventive 

or remedial programs, or even as opposed to distress-based programs, is not always clear.  

Nearly any program can contain some element of strengths-based support, even if it is found in 

a distress-based program such as a prison.  The key to our approach is the foundational reason 

that the program exists, not whether it might contain a supportive element.  For example, all 

funding toward prisons is categorized as distress-based even if some portion of the funding is for 

the health or education of the prisoners. 

One caveat to this approach, though, is for state-funded efforts that bring earlier, higher quality 

educational programs to vulnerable children and youth.  High quality preschool is strongly 

supportive of young children’s development and has been shown to prevent later educational 

risks, and we categorize it as supportive.  Many families choose to place their young children in 

early learning opportunities for those supportive experiences.  However, we recognize that public 

preschool in New Jersey was developed as an intervention to remediate early risks of educational 

failure, and continues to primarily target those school districts wherein children are most 

vulnerable to educational failure.  Its mission is to address gaps in the pre-academic educational 

environments of children who are on average already behind their more advantaged peers when 

they enter kindergarten.  While there is a valid argument for the contingent/remedial category, we 

go with the supportive/preventive category because of the strongly supportive nature of the 

program. 
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Similarly, for after school and summer programs as well as programs for youth who need a 

vocational/technical track, and even for programs for older students who need additional supports 

as they transition to post-secondary education, it could be argued that they might be categorized 

as contingent/remedial; but given the strongly supportive nature of these programs, we categorize 

them as supportive/preventive.  

Decisions to place agency programs and budget appropriations within one categorical group or 

another, as well as determinations on estimated budget amounts were made solely on the basis 

of the information that could be gleaned from the budget document, along with our basic 

knowledge and understanding of the institutional functions of the state agencies, divisions and 

offices.  The opinions of experts with more nuanced knowledge of the work of the agencies may 

differ with our categorization of some of the programs, and indeed some disagreement would be 

expected.  All comments and critique are welcome and encouraged. 

Regular education and healthcare are not included in these analyses 

Regular education.  We note from the outset that there are conceptual reasons against including 

the cost of regular education in these analyses, although the cost of education is a major portion 

of the state budget and it is important to acknowledge and understand the extent of state and 

federal support for it.  Regular education functions in our society as a routine baseline expectation 

of citizenship in a modern world and can be considered a public good, as much a benefit to society 

in general as it is to individuals and families.  It is not a social program with a mission to prevent, 

mitigate or remedy problems at the individual or family level - although public education may in 

fact do that.  State appropriations for regular education are not included in analyses but are noted 

and discussed. 

Having said that, this study differentiates between those programs that are specifically meant to 

support the strengths of individuals or families to prevent, mitigate or remedy the problems of 

individuals and families; and those programs that primarily deal with the distress that follows when 

earlier prevention or intervention was not accessible or did not work.  Special educational 

programs and services are specifically designed to mitigate or remedy existing educational 

problems and so these services are included in analyses.  Federal dollars to New Jersey’s public 

education system total about $896 million, but nearly all of this funding is to support students with 

special needs and to improve the quality of education for vulnerable students.  Therefore, federal 

funding is categorized as remedial/contingently preventive and is included in our analyses. 

Healthcare. Our approach is the same for subsidized healthcare although subsidized healthcare 

is extremely valuable to our vulnerable neighbors, and although the general recognition of a 

healthy citizenry as a public good is less settled and the political will to ensure equal access to 

quality healthcare remains unresolved.  Moreover, while it may be possible to delve into specific 

expenditures to determine what is spent on prevention or on medical intervention versus that 

which is spent in response to health-related distress, it is impossible just from the information 

available in the budget document to do so.  Examining healthcare in this way would necessitate 

an entire study unto itself, or very likely a series of studies, well beyond the scope of the current 

paper. Therefore, we acknowledge this very important program and the hefty appropriations our 
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state and federal governments allow for it (the total NJ FamilyCare state cost across children and 

adults is approximately $5.275 billion while the federal funds coming into New Jersey total an 

estimated $19.6 billion for healthcare, overall17) in this paper, we exclude it from these analyses.  

We do plan to include healthcare in subsequent sets of analyses. 

Social Security retirement payments are outside the scope of this paper 

 

Social Security retirement payments, reported at a gargantuan $22.37 billion flowing from the 

Social Security Trust Fund to New Jersey’s citizens, are not included in these analyses.  We 

acknowledge the critical importance of this source of financial support for older citizens who have 

aged past their years of financially productive employment, and we recognize that the purpose of 

these payments is primarily to keep them from falling into poverty.  Although the FSI framework 

can incorporate human development up to and including the elderly, the focus for this set of 

analyses has been on the earlier developmental tasks of children, youth, transitions to adulthood, 

and family supports.  As such, we have determined that retirement payments fall outside the 

scope of the current paper.  

Findings 

The FY 2018 New Jersey state budget appropriation totals $35,513,849,000, as reported in the 

governor’s detailed budget document from the state Office of Management and Budget.   

There are 13 separate state agencies that include programs that meet the Family Success 

framework criteria (listed in Table 1 below).  Although federal and ‘other’ funds are also reported 

by agency in Table 1, our main analytic interest is the state appropriations.  State appropriations 

amount to approximately $26.760 billion, which includes everything within those agencies.  

However, not every program within a relevant agency is, by our definition, a relevant program.   

Across all relevant agencies, the approximate total appropriations for the specific, relevant 

programs that directly support New Jersey’s families and individuals is $6.824 billion, exclusive 

of the direct costs of regular education and NJ FamilyCare.  We estimate that the total would 

increase to approximately $19.518 billion if state appropriations for regular education and NJ 

FamilyCare were included. 

  

                                                           
17 Based on a combined review of the New Jersey state budget book and the USASpending.gov website.  

The estimated amount for healthcare includes funds to state agencies ($9.35 billion, as noted above) 
added to direct payments ($5.72 billion from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid and $4.54 billion 
from the Medicare Prescription Drug program). This should be understood as a ballpark estimate. 
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Table 1 

The 13 New Jersey state agencies and 2018 total agency budget appropriations for 
agencies with missions and programs that fall within the Family Success framework 

State agency State funds 

State funds 

for relevant 

programs 

within agency Federal funds ‘Other’ funds 

Total agency 

budget from all 

revenue 

sources 

Department of Children 
and Families (DCF) 

$1,138,240,000 $1,090,768,000 $596,400,000 $52,280,000 $1,786,920,000 

Department of 

Community Affairs 

(DCA) 

$827,700,000 $39,410,000 $456,917,000 $98,402,000 $1,383,019,000 

Department of 

Corrections 
$1,024,000,000 $1,024,000,000 $8,800,000 $19,780,000 $1,052,580,000 

Department of 

Education (DOE) 
$13,900,000,000 1,647,865,000 $905,000,000 $12,311,000 $14,817,311,000 

Department of 

Environmental 

Protection (DEP) 

$274,300,000 $79,900,000 $189,000,000 $130,600,000 $593,900,000 

Department of Health 

(DOH) 
$568,600,000 $208,620,000 $564,560,000 $ 442,720,000 $1,575,880,000 

Department of Human 

Services (DHS) 
$4,175,462,000 $1,346,660,000 $7,709,076,000 $1,586,341,000 $13,470,879,000 

Department of Labor 

and Workforce 

Development (DLWD) 

$167,806,000 $139,535,000 $496,862,000 $288,080,000 $952,748,000 

Department of Law and 

Public Safety (DLPS) 
$587,600,000 $119,600,000 $206,850,000 $198,750,000 $993,200,000 

Military and Veterans’ 

Affairs 
$95,700,000 $265,000 $72,130,000 $4,705,000 $172,535,000 

State Department  $1,290,000,000 $516,377,000 $26,088,000 $18,819,000 $1,334,907,000 

Judiciary $747,775,000 $416,175,000 $123,225,000 $99,802,000 $970,782,000 

Treasury  $1,963,000,000 $194,600,000 $9,326,000 $900,437,000 $2,872,763,000 

Totals $26,760,209,000 $6,823,775,000 $11,364,268,000 $3,853,023,000 $41,977,500,000 
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Overall, New Jersey state tax dollars fund about 64 percent of the total $41.978 billion FY 2018 

budget across these 13 agencies.  Federal and ‘other’ funding amounts combined across 

agencies are about 36 percent of the total budget; however the proportion of state to federal 

dollars varies widely.  For instance, federal dollars substantially outweigh state dollars in the 

Department of Human Services (DHS) and the Department of Labor and Workforce Development 

(DLWD) agency budgets, while the Department of Corrections receives a small percentage of its 

budget from the federal government. ‘Other’ funding totals to approximately $3.853 billion across 

these agencies, about nine percent of the budgetary total.  The source of ‘other’ funding is 

unidentified in the budget, and it is substantial for some state agencies.  

State and federal appropriations directed toward young children 

State.   
The New Jersey state Department of Children and Families (DCF), the Department of Education 

(DOE) and the Department of Health (DOH) each have mission-based programs focused upon 

our youngest children and their families. Across these agencies, total state appropriations amount 

to approximately $1.433 billion. This is about four percent of the total $35.514 billion state budget, 

about five and a half percent of the $26.76 billion total state appropriations for all relevant 

agencies, and about 21 percent of the $6.824 billion state appropriations across all relevant 

programs within relevant agencies. 

As Table 2 indicates, two state efforts absorb the majority of appropriations for children: public 

preschool at $657.31 million and the DCF’s Child Protection and Permanency program at $623.6 

million.  The early intervention and preschool special education programs are state funded at $90 

million and $51.8 million respectively, and home visiting programs receive about $10.16 million 

from the state. 

Federal. 

The addition of $509.35 million in federal dollars to New Jersey’s state dollars for early childhood 

increases the overall amount spent on programs for young children and their families by about 36 

percent, to $1.942 billion.  The bulk of the federal funding is for Head Start/Early Head Start at 

just over $167 million, along with WIC funds at just over $154 million total, and an estimated $120 

million to support young children and their families involved in the Department of Child Protection 

and Permanency. While in comparison the $25 million provided by the federal government to 

support home visiting for vulnerable families in New Jersey may seem a relatively small amount, 

it is 2.5 times the amount spent by our state government on one of the field’s best known and 

most effective sets of evidence-based preventive programs.  
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Table 2 

State and federal funds. Early Childhood. State agencies, programs and appropriations.  

Agency Program Early childhood state  and federal 
appropriations, by program 
within agency 

DCF Early Childhood Services/home 
visiting 

$10,160,000 state +  
$25,360,000 federal = $35,520,000 

 Child Protection and Permanency 
 

$623,600,000 state +  
$120,000,000 federal = 
$743,600,000 

DOE Preschool, regular 
 

$657,310,000 state +  
$17,500,000 federal = $674,810,000 

 Preschool, special education 
 

$51,823,400 state + 
$12,000,000 federal = $63,823,000 

DOH Early Intervention 
 

$90,000,000 state + 
$13,000,000 federal = $103,000,000 

 Federal WIC $151.61M + $2.6M $154,200,000 federal 

Federal funds direct to local Head 
Start programs 

Head Start, including Early Head 
Start 

$167,287,070 federal 

Total $1,432,893,400 state +  
$   509,347,070 federal funds =  
$1,942,240,470 with federal funds 

Please see notes for Table 2 in the appendix below. 

As Table 3 indicates, the bulk of the appropriations directed toward very young children is closely 

divided between the two supportive programs with known benefits that exceed costs, home 

visiting and public preschool; and two distress-based programs, DCF’s CP&P program, a distress-

based program intended to protect children from abuse and neglect, and WIC.  Programs 

specifically designed to remediate existing early challenges for young children with disabilities 

and their families account for much less.  

With the inclusion of federal dollars, the overall percent of the early childhood total flowing to 

supportive/preventive programs drops from nearly half to 37 percent, while the percent of funds 

flowing toward contingent/remedial and distress increases to 63 percent.  The addition of federal 

funds more than doubles the funding toward contingently preventive and remedial programs for 

young children and their families, mainly by funding the Head Start/Early Head Start programs.   

However, the bulk of federal funding flows to distress-based programs, at more than $274 million 

to CP&P and WIC together. 

 

Note that while universal preschool is categorized as a supportive/preventive program, Head 

Start/Early Head Start is categorized as contingently preventive/remedial because only families 
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with low income or a child with disabilities may attend these programs.  These programs were 

created to reduce the probabilities of subsequent academic failure for children at risk of that. 

 

Additionally, please note that while there is an argument to categorize the WIC program as 

contingent on the grounds that the provision of the foodstuffs needed for very young children and 

their mothers will prevent later nutrition-related disease and developmental delay, these families 

are already hungry and in distress when they reach out for this program, similar to families that 

accept SNAP payments.  

 

Table 3 
Early Childhood.  Total early childhood state and federal appropriations by program type. 

  
State early 
childhood 
budget plus 
federal dollars 

 
Percent of early 
childhood total 

 
Agency, program, and percent of 
early childhood total 

Total prevention/ 
supportive 

$667,470,000 state 
 
$710,330,000 with 
federal funds 

47%  
 
37% with federal 
funds 

DCF Home visiting  <1%; 2% with 
federal funds 
DOE Public preschool, regular ed,  46%; 
35% 

Total contingent/ 
remedial 

$141,823,400 state 
 
$334,110,470 with 
federal funds 

9% 
 
17% with federal 
funds 

DOE Preschool, special education 
services  3%; 3% 
DOH Early Intervention  6% 5% 
Federal Head Start funding directly to 
programs 9% 

Total distress $623,600,000 state 
 
$897,800,000 with 
federal funds 

44% 
 
46% with federal 
funds 

DCF CP&P  44%; 38% 
WIC 8% 
 

 

State appropriations for youth 

As Table 4 indicates, state-supported programs focused on youth are found across six New 

Jersey state agencies: the Department of Children and Families (DCF), the Department of 

Education (DOE), Law and Public Safety (DLPS), Military and Veterans’ Affairs, the Department 

of State, and the Judiciary.  While some of the departments would quite obviously contain 

programs for youth (e.g., the DCF or the DOE), some are less obvious.  For instance, the DLPS 

houses the Juvenile Justice Commission, which governs all programs for youth involved in the 

juvenile justice system, and the Military and Veterans’ Affairs department administers a small 

program for juveniles, the National Guard ChalleNGe Youth program.  The State department 

contains two offices governing higher education, the Office of the Secretary of Higher Education 

(OSHE) and the Higher Education Student Assistance Authority (HESAA), which provide some 

resources for at-risk teens transitioning to college.  The Judiciary spends some of its resources 

on juvenile probation.   
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State.  

Overall, the state spends about $9.983 billion directly on the needs of school-age children and 

teens, most of which goes toward regular public education.  Not including regular education, the 

total spent directly on youth decreases to about $1.465 billion.  Appropriations for youth account 

for about 28 percent of the overall state budget when including that portion of regular education 

appropriations spent directly on students, and about four percent without it.  Without regular 

education, appropriations for youth total just under six percent of the total $26.76 billion state 

appropriations for all relevant agencies, and about twenty-two percent of the $6.824 billion state 

appropriations across all relevant programs within relevant agencies. 

Federal.  

The inclusion of federal dollars substantially increases funds flowing toward our New Jersey 

youth, adding more than $904 million for an overall total of nearly $2.37 billion including state and 

federal dollars.  The main portion of federal funds is for special educational services, along with 

additional supports for vulnerable students.  The total amount of federal support going toward our 

students is estimated at nearly $776 million, to support school success and readiness for college 

or employment and provide special services to at risk students.  Additionally, an estimated $120 

million in federal dollars go to support youth and their families involved in New Jersey’s  

Department of Child Protection and Permanency.  
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Table 4 

State and federal funds. Youth. State agencies, programs and appropriations. 

Agency Program Youth state and federal 
appropriations, by program 
within agency 

DCF Children’s System of Care $386,780,000 state +  

$120,000,000 federal  = 

$506,780,000 with federal funds 

 Education services for institutionalized children $14,940,000 state 

DOE  Institutionalized students $41,000,000 state 

 Special Education 
 
 

$883,827,600 state +  
$371,062,000 federal  = 
$1,254,889,600 with federal funds 

 Learnings supports for bilingual and disadvantaged 
children 

$    3,264,000 state + 
$360,310,000 federal = 
$363,574,000 with federal funds 

 After-school and summer programs and 
scholarships for at-risk children 

$2,000,000 state 

 Vocational and higher education transition supports  $  5,800,000 state +  
$22,572,000 federal  =   
$28,372,000 with federal funds 

 School improvement/ Turnaround  $2,840,000 state 

 Federal 21st Century schools  $21,980,000 federal 

 Regular education* $8,517,810,000 

DLPS Alternatives to Incarceration (ATI) $8,600,000 state 

 Juvenile Justice Commission, minus ATI 
Juvenile delinquency prevention 
$952K 

$111,000,000 state + 
$       952,000 federal = 
$111,952,000 with federal funds 

Military/Vets Youth ChalleNGe 

 

$   265,000 state +  

$3,200,000 federal  =  

$3,465,000 with federal funds 

Department of State College readiness programs 

 

 

$2,700,000 state +  

$3,930,000 federal =  

$6,630,000 with federal funds 

Judiciary Probation services  $2,300,000 state 

Total  $1,465,316,600 state +   

$   904,006,000 federal funds = 

$2,369,322,600 with federal funds   

*Estimated total budget would be $9,983,126,600 if we were to include New Jersey state regular education resources 

spent directly on students.  With the addition of federal funding, the total would rise to $10,887,132,600.  

Please see notes for Table 4 in the appendix below. 
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Table 5 reveals that, after setting aside regular education, nearly all state funding going toward 

youth is for remediation or distress.  About 60 percent of state funds directed toward youth are for 

educational remediation through the DOE’s special education services and other programs for 

children at an educational disadvantage, while 37 percent are for distress-based programs for 

children who have been placed outside of their homes, in foster homes or in institutional settings, 

or to address the struggles of families at high probability of losing their children.  State 

appropriations for preventive or supportive programs are negligible when compared against the 

total budget appropriations for youth, including programs to support the transition of capable but 

vulnerable students to higher education or employment. 

The addition of federal dollars increases the amount of funds flowing to preventive/supportive 

programs for youth by more than a factor of five - from $10.5 million to nearly $59 million.  Still, 

ninety-nine percent of government funds for youth, whether state or federal, are directed toward 

remedial or distress-based programs - more than $2.3 billion dollars.  Strengths-based programs 

that support college readiness and transitions to higher education for capable but vulnerable 

students total only about 2 percent of funds for youth.  However, please note that had we 

categorized college students as youth, then the federal Pell grant funds that go directly to students 

to support their pursuit of higher education and are estimated roughly at $500 million would offset 

that imbalance by about 20 percent 

 

By far, appropriations for youth are going toward special educational services, with federal dollars 

doubling the state amount for remediation of educational risk, contributing about $371 million 

toward special education and a nearly equivalent amount, $360 million, toward students from 

disadvantaged families and students with English as a second language.  Funds across state and 

federal sources for contingently preventive/remedial programs total a huge $1.631 billion, nearly 

all for educational remediation.  In contrast, alternatives to incarceration and similar programs are 

provided only about $13 million.  It appears that the federal government funds relatively little in 

the way of distress-based programs for youth, the exception being an estimated $120 million for 

the New Jersey’s DCF Children’s System of Care.  
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Table 5 

Youth. Total youth state and federal appropriations by program type. 

 

 

 
State youth budget 
plus federal dollars 

 
Percent of youth 
total 

 
Agency, program, and 
percent of youth total 

Total for prevention/ 
supportive 

$10,500,000 state 
 
$58,982,000 with 
federal funds 

1% 
 
2% with federal funds 

DOE Vocational and higher 
education transition supports  <1%; 
1% with federal funds 
 
State Dept. College Bound and 

College Readiness Now programs   

Plus GEAR UP 1%;  <1% 

 
DOE After school and summer 
programs <1%;  <1% 
 
21st Century schools 1% 

Total for 
contingent/remedial 

$895,956,600 state 
 
$1,630,528,600 with 
federal funds 

61% 
 
69% with federal funds 

DOE Special education 59%; 53% 
 
DOE all other learning supports 
2%; 15% 
 
DLPS Alternatives to Incarceration 
(ATI) <1%; <1% 
 
Military Youth ChalleNGe <1%; 
<1% 

Total for distress $558,860,000 state 
 
$679,812,000 with 
federal funds 

38%  
 
29% with federal funds 

DCF Children’s System of Care  
26%; 21% 
 
DCF and DOE Institutionalized 
children, education  4%; 2% 
 
DOE School turnaround <1%; 1% 
 
DLPS Juvenile Justice  7%; 5% 
 
Judiciary Probation  <1%; <1% 

 

State appropriations for transitions to adulthood and adults 

The nature of risk in adult lives 

It is the very nature of poverty and risk to create slippery slopes of distress which tend to surface 

in adult lives.  This issue is reflected in these analyses in inherently more complex decisions to 

place programs for adults into the contingently preventive/remedial category versus the distress 

category.  A good example of the conceptual problem is emergency rent.  The Department of 

Community Affairs emergency rent payments provided to families that are about to be evicted do 

prevent their impending homelessness, to be sure; but for a family on the verge of eviction and 
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homelessness, the situation is nothing less than highly distressful.  Should the DCA’s program be 

categorized as contingently preventive or distress-based?  

Similarly, while the Family Leave program through the Department of Labor and Workforce 

Development is easily understood as supportive and preventive, the employment services and 

unemployment insurance programs are categorized as contingently preventive, given that they 

avert a potentially disastrous financial situation for a worker searching for employment.  But 

perhaps these programs should be categorized as distress-based, since they are a direct 

response to financial distress?  Further, the Judiciary’s drug court program was clearly created in 

response to human distress, so should it be categorized as distress-based, or do drug courts 

represent the contingent prevention of almost certain incarceration for someone with an 

addiction?   

To resolve this conceptual problem and guide our decision-making, we apply a life course 

developmental perspective to these questions, leaning toward a remedial or contingent 

intervention category whenever a program is primarily meant to ward off a potentially worse 

outcome.  Doing so, the programs that remain in the distress category for adults are those that 

relate to court interventions, incarceration, addiction and mental health, as well as programs for 

women who have experienced domestic violence. 

State. 

As Table 6 indicates, New Jersey state appropriations directed toward adults, including young 

people transitioning to adulthood, total about $3.737 billion.  We found that nine state agencies – 

the Department of Children and Families (DCF), the Department of Community Affairs (DCA), the 

Department of Corrections, the Department of Health (DOH), the Department of Human Services 

(DHS), Department of Labor and Workforce Development (DLWD), the Department of State, the 

Treasury, and the Judiciary – house 19 relevant programs collectively across these agencies. 

The total appropriation for adults and transition to adulthood is about 10 percent of the overall 

total $35.514 billion state budget, about 14 percent of the $26.76 billion total state appropriations 

for all relevant agencies, and about 55 percent of the $6.824 billion state appropriations across 

all relevant programs within relevant agencies. 

Given the multiplicity of programs, most receive a relatively small percent of the total.  Clearly, 

however, the Department of Corrections receives the largest portion of the funds at $1.024 billion, 

27 percent of all appropriations going toward adults, while the DHS’s MH&A program18 receives 

about 23 percent of all appropriations at $874.69 million.  In combination, fully half of all funds 

spent directly on adults is spent to incarcerate, institutionalize, or otherwise address the needs of 

people in distress, most of whom suffer from mental illnesses and/or addictions.  The third largest 

state appropriation going toward adults or transitions to adulthood are grants for students to attend 

college, at approximately $478.78 million. 

                                                           
18 In future appropriations the MH&A services will be included in the DOH budget. 
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Federal.  

Federal appropriations contribute significantly to the support of adults and people transitioning to 

adulthood in New Jersey, adding about $1.712 billion to the existing $3.74 billion state 

appropriations, or another 46 percent, for a total approaching $5.5 billion dollars of support flowing 

through New Jersey’s state agencies.  The bulk of federal funding goes toward housing and 

homelessness prevention, energy assistance and mental health and addiction services, with more 

than $490 million going toward employment services, unemployment insurance and child care 

subsidies. 

 

Importantly, this huge total does not include payments from the federal government that go 

directly to the people of New Jersey or to agencies on behalf of people (which are shown in Table 

10).  Although we put aside social security retirement and healthcare subsidy payments as outside 

the scope of these analyses, the remaining direct funds total approximately $7.8 billion and 

include Pell grants as well as food stamps, Section 8 vouchers, TANF support and SSI/SSD 

payments.  Direct payments to students in the form of Pell grants are categorized as supportive 

of their pursuit of higher education, and are roughly estimated to total about $500 million; while 

the balance of the included direct payments, $7.3 billion, are to provide support to people in 

distress. 

Table 6 
State and federal funds. Transition to adulthood and adult.  State agencies, programs 

and appropriations. 

Agency Program State and federal 
appropriations, by program 
within agency 

DCF Women’s services $10,850,000 state 

 Family and Community Partnership 
programs $28,280,000 state 

DCA Housing services 
 

$38,320,000 state + 

$271,000,000 federal =  

$309,320,000 with federal funds 

 Federal Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (LIHEAP); and  
weatherization  $145,250,000 federal 

 Federal Community Services BG  $20,500,000 federal 

Department of Corrections All programs 
 

$1,024,000,000 state + 
$ 7,000,000 federal = 
$1,031,000,000 with federal funds 

DOH  Family Health $  62,200,000 state 

DHS All Mental Health & Addiction 
programs 
 

$874,960,000 state + 
$  62,710,000 federal = 
$937,670,000 with federal funds 
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 Division of Family Development 
(DFD) child care subsidies 

$213,000,000 state + 
$127,120,000 federal = 
$340,120,000 with federal funds 

 The balance of DFD programs, 
excluding child care subsidies 
 

$258,700,000 state + 
$630,420,000 federal = 
$889,120,000 

DLPS 
 

Federal victim assistance and 
compensation $70,480,000 federal 

DLWD Family leave  $5,040,000 state  

 Manpower and employment services  

 

 

$81,225,000 state + 

$208,250,000 federal =  

$289,475,000 

 

Unemployment compensation 

 

$53,270,000 state + 

$156,250,000 federal =  

$209,520,000 

Department of State All OSHE and HESAA student 
grants  

$478,780,000 state 

Treasury Energy assistance program $67,600,000 state 

 Public Defender; Protection of 

Citizens’ Rights $127,000,000 state 

Judiciary Drug courts $64,000,000 state 

 Criminal court minus drug court costs $95,175,000 state 

 Family court  $118,000,000 state 

 Probation services for adults $135,700,000 state 

 Family crisis intervention $1,000,000 state 

Total  $3,737,100,000 + 
$1,711,980,000 federal funds =  
$5,449,080,000 with federal funds 
 

Please see notes for Table 6 in the appendix below. 

As is apparent from Table 7, state appropriations toward prevention and support for adults are 

mainly directed toward young people transitioning to college through student grants for higher 

education.  Student grants account for about 13 percent of all state funds directed toward adults.  

Appropriations for remedial or contingently preventive efforts are about equivalent to the amount 

provided for supportive/preventive programs but scattered over seven different programs within 

six different agencies, with no one single program dominating. 

In New Jersey, an astounding $2.684 billion of state tax dollars is estimated to be spent in the 

aftermath of serious distress in people’s lives, through the courts and corrections systems, 
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through the institutionalization of people with no other source of support, or through programmatic 

efforts to address, care for, or engage with people who present with various forms of mental illness 

and addictions and those who are unable to escape chronic poverty.  These groups of people 

often overlap. 

No federal funds go toward preventive/supportive programs for adults, as categorized using the 

FSI framework (excepting the direct Pell grant payments as noted above) but federal funds more 

than double the amount of governmental funds going toward contingent/remedial programs, to 

$1.227 billion.  Federal funds provide an additional billion dollars toward distress-based programs, 

increasing the total going toward distress by about 38 percent, to $3.687 billion.  Overall, about 

68 percent of government funding is used to address human distress.  If we were to include the 

federal direct payments for Section 8 vouchers, SNAP, TANF and SSI/SSD at an additional $7.3 

billion, a whopping $11 billion is going toward human distress. 
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Table 7 
Transition to adulthood and adult.  Total appropriations by program type. 

 

 

 
State budget for 
adults and 
transition to 
adulthood plus 
federal dollars 

 
Percent of 
adults/transition 
to adulthood total 

 
Agency, program, and percent of 
adult/transition to adulthood total 

Total for 
prevention/ 
supportive 

$483,820,000 state 
 
$483,820,000 with 
federal funds 

13%  
 
9% with federal 
funds 

DLWD  Family leave, <1%;  <1/10% with 
federal funds 
  
Department of State  Student grants, 13%;  
9% 

Total for 
contingent/remedial 

$569,575,000 state 
 
$1,226,945,000 with 
federal funds 

15%   
 
23% with federal 
funds 

DCF  Family and community partnership 
programs, <1%; <½% 
 
DOH Family health programs, 2%; 2% 
 
DHS Child care subsidies, 6%; 6% 
 
DLWD  Employment services, 2%; 5%  
 
DLWD  Unemployment insurances, 1%; 4% 
 
Treasury  Energy assistance 2% +  
DCA weatherization and LIHEAP federal  
total 4% 
 
Judiciary  Drug courts, 2%; 1% 
 
DCA  Community Services block grant  3.5% 

Total for distress $2,683,705,000 
state 
 
$3,686,965,000 with 
federal funds 
 

72% 
 
68% with federal 
funds 

DCF  Women’s services, <1%; 2% 
 
DCA  Housing services, 8%;  6% 
 
Department of Corrections, 28%; 19% 
 
DHS  MH&A, 25%; 17% 
 
DHS  balance of DFD after child care 
subsidies, 23%; 16% 
 
Treasury  Public Defender and Protection of 
Citizen’s Rights, 3%; 2% 
 
Judiciary  Criminal court, 2.5%;  2% 
 
Judiciary  Family court and crisis 
interventions, 3%; 2% 
 
Judiciary  Probation, 3.5%;  2% 
 
DLPS  Victim-related assistance grants  1%  
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State and federal appropriations for the support of the family context 

The nature of context 

Some programs funded by government dollars are meant to be supportive of the context of 

people’s lives and not meant to be directly supportive of specific individuals.  For instance, 

museums, the arts, parks, and recreational facilities are all meant to benefit society in a general 

sense, providing a strong sense of a vibrant, healthy community, although individuals certainly 

can receive a more personal benefit from them.  Those programs are included in these analyses.  

Note that while nearly any program at all could potentially be regarded as contextual to people’s 

lives, for these analyses we include only those programs that have a direct people-facing 

component. 

State. 

New Jersey state appropriations for contextually supportive programs total about $188.46 million 

(please see Tables 8 and 9 below). There are five relevant state agencies: the Department of 

Children and Families (DCF) supports Family Success Centers, which are home-like places to 

which anyone can go to find positive, supportive programs, in addition to helping services; the 

Department of Community Affairs (DCA) supports recreational programs, especially designed for 

children or adults with disabilities; the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) maintains 

the state’s parks, forests and shores through its Natural Resource Management department; the 

Department of Health (DOH) has the Health Protections program that monitors disease and 

reduces population exposure to communicable diseases and toxins; and the Department of State 

supports libraries, maintains the state’s museums and includes the Council for the Arts.  The 

programs are by definition supportive, therefore there are no distress-based programs found in 

this section.  Only the DOH Health Protections program is categorized as contingently preventive, 

since it responds to existing environmental health risks and attempts to mitigate them.   

New Jersey state appropriations for the DEP’s Natural Resource Management and the DOH’s 

Health Protections programs at a combined $136.3 million, 72 percent of the total, represent the 

bulk of the state’s investment in the contextual support of families and individuals. 

The $188.46 million total for family context is about a half of one percent of the overall total 

$35.514 billion state budget, less than one percent of the $26.76 billion total state appropriations 

for all relevant agencies, and almost three percent of the $6.824 billion state appropriations across 

all relevant programs within relevant agencies. 

Federal.  

By far the bulk of federal support for the family context category is for health protections, at about 

$262 million of the $292 million total.  The well-known federal Promise Neighborhood program 

contributes a relatively small amount at about $12 million to neighborhoods in two New Jersey 

cities, Camden and Newark.  
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Table 8 
State and federal funds. Family context.  State agencies, programs and appropriations. 

Agency Program State and federal 
appropriations, by program 
within agency 

DCF Family Success Centers $16,158,000 state 

DCA Recreation  
 

$1,090,000 state 

 

 Federal Small Cities BG $8M $8,000,000 federal 

 

DEP Natural Resource Management $79,900,000 state 

 

DOE Federal Promise Neighborhood 
grants 

$12,000,000 federal 

 

DOH Health Protections program 
 

$ 56,420,000 state + 

$261,750,000 federal =  

$318,170,000 

Department of State  Historical Commission and Council 
on the Arts 

$34,897,000 state + 

$  1,750,000 federal = 

 $36,647,000 

DLPS Federal community-oriented policing 
and anti-gang efforts, and Project 
Safe Neighborhoods 

$8,500,000 federal 

Total  $188,465,000 state + 

$292,000,000 federal  = 

$480,465,000 

Please see notes for Table 8 in the appendix below. 

As reflected in Table 9, about 30 percent of state appropriations for contextual, supportive 

programs are invested in health protections, mainly to mitigate population exposure to contagious 

diseases and toxins.  Of the remainder of the funds, most go toward natural resource 

management, which includes public parks and beaches (42%), followed by State Department 

support of museums, arts and libraries (19%). Family Success Centers account for only about 

nine percent of the total appropriations for preventive/supportive programs, and the DCA’s 

support for recreational activities for people with disabilities represents less than one percent of 

the total state appropriations for preventive/supportive programs. 

The addition of approximately $292 million in federal funds flips the initial ratio found between 

preventive/supportive and contingent/remedial, from a 70/30 split to a 30/70 split due to the 

federal government’s support for health protections against its relatively tiny amount of support, 

$1.75 million, for New Jersey’s arts, museums and libraries.    
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Table 9 

Family context.  Total state and federal appropriations by program type. 

 

 

 
State budget for the 
family context 

 
Percent of family 
context total budget 

 
Agency, program, and 
percent of family 
context total 

Total for prevention/ 
supportive 

$132,045,000 state 
 
$133,795,000 with federal 
funds 

70% 
 
28% with federal funds  

DCF  Family Success 
Centers, 9%; 3% 
 
DCA  Recreation, <1%; <1% 
 
DEP  Natural Resource 
Management, 42%; 17% 
 
State department  Historical 
Commission and Council on 
the Arts, 19%; 8%   

Total for 
contingent/remedial 

$56,425,000 state 
 
$346,670,000 with federal 
funds 

30% 
 
72% with federal funds  

DOH Health Protections 
program, 30%; 66% 
 
Small Cities BG 2% 
 
Promise Neighborhoods 2% 
 
Community-oriented policing 
and anti-gang efforts  2% 
 

Total for distress $0 0%  

Note that the DOH health protections programs are considered to be inherently contingently preventive or remedial, 

since they monitor existing health concerns epidemiologically at a population level of focus.  The work of these 

programs may indirectly help to prevent disease for some individuals by decreasing the probabilities of disease 

across the population, though it does not directly prevent disease at the individual or contextual level. 

 

Summary 

As reflected in the summary table (please see Table 10 above), it is clear that, by far, the 

preponderance of state and federal appropriations for social programs go toward dealing with 

adults who are in distress.  Approximately $3.866 billion of New Jersey’s state tax dollars are 

spent on distress-related programs, of which $2.864 billion go toward adults.  Adding in federal 

dollars, another $8.7 billion goes toward adults in distress, for an overall total of $12.594 billion 

dollars.   

Appropriations that go toward contingent prevention and remediation total about $3.539 billion all 

together, with $1.664 billion from state appropriations and $1.664 billion from federal funds, of 

which just over a third, about $1.255 billion, is for special educational services.  The total across 

all remedial and distress-based programs together, at about $16.1 billion of the approximately 
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$18.07 billion total, indicates that about 88 percent of all people-facing state and federal 

appropriations are absorbed mainly by programs attempting to remediate educational failure, or 

to incarcerate or institutionalize adults or otherwise respond to those individuals who may be 

suffering from mental or other incapacitating illnesses or who may be suffering from substance 

abuse and other addictions or who may be chronically poor or homeless.  

As noted earlier, we do not include NJFamilyCare in our analyses since the complexity, both 

conceptual and practical, is outside the scope of this paper.  But if we were to acknowledge that 

just the need for Medicaid coverage indicates a level of human distress and go ahead and add 

the Medicaid costs into the distress category - including the state appropriations for NJ 

FamilyCare, estimated here at about $5.275 billion and the federal Medicaid funds including about 

$9.35 billion flowing through state agencies and federal direct Medicaid payments of about $10.26 

billion, it would add another $25 billion to the distress category, bringing the total of distress-

related state and federal funding to well over $33.5 billion.  

As analyzed here, state appropriations specifically toward support and prevention for youth drop 

precipitously before rising dramatically for students as they age toward adulthood, mainly in the 

form of grants to attend college.  Note that if we included in these analyses the direct costs of 

regular education as prevention and support, at $8.52 billion in estimated direct, student-facing 

costs, then state appropriations toward school-aged youth support would total about $8.6 

billion.  We intentionally do not categorize regular education as prevention or support for these 

analyses, recognizing it as a public good and not as a social program.  However, to say that we 

spend a lot on regular education is an understatement.  And yet, especially in our struggling 

school districts, it is obvious that much more support and prevention is needed. 

Early childhood. 

State funds (approximately $1.433 billion) and federal funds (approximately $509 million) together 

amount to nearly $2 billion in support for New Jersey’s very young children and their families.  

Just under half of this total goes to New Jersey DCF’s child protection program and to WIC, which 

are distress-based programs, while more than a third flows to supportive programs, which are 

home visiting programs and public preschool. 

 

Youth. 

The addition of federal dollars increases the amount of funds flowing to preventive/supportive 

programs for New Jersey’s youth by more than a factor of five - from $10.5 million to nearly $59 

million - which is still only 2 percent of the overall total amount going toward programs that serve 

our youth.  Federal ($904 million) and state dollars ($1.465 billion)  flowing toward New Jersey’s 

youth total nearly $2.37 billion, with special educational services absorbing the bulk of the funds.  

Nearly ninety-nine percent of government funds for youth, whether state or federal, are directed 

toward remedial or distress-based programs.   

Adults and transitions to adulthood. 

Categorized using the FSI framework, none of the federal funds flowing into New Jersey go toward 

preventive/supportive programs for adults.  The total remains at about $483 million of New Jersey 

state funds, appropriated mainly for student grants to attend college.  However, it is important to 
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note here the estimated $500 million in direct federal payments going to New Jersey’s students 

in the form of Pell grants, which would nearly double the amount going to strengths-based support, 

making the total close to $1 billion.   

 

Federal funds more than double the amount of government funds going toward 

contingent/remedial programs for adults, to $1.227 billion.  Another billion dollars of federal 

funding goes toward distress-based programs, increasing total funding going through 

governmental programs toward distressed adults to $3.687 billion through New Jersey’s state 

programs.  The bulk of this federal funding goes toward homelessness prevention, energy 

assistance and mental health and addiction services, employment services, unemployment 

insurance and child care subsidies.  If we were to include the direct federal payments for Section 

8 vouchers, SNAP, TANF and SSI/SSD at an additional $7.3 billion, a whopping $11 billion of 

governmental funding is going toward adult human distress in New Jersey. 

 

Family Context. 

Federal support for the family context is mainly for health protections, a contingently 

preventive/remedial category under the FSI framework, at about $262 million of the $292 million 

federal total.   
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Table 10 
State and federal funds. Summary. New Jersey 2018 State and Federal Appropriations by 

the FSI Framework. 

  NJ state and federal 2018 appropriations by developmental stages 

Appropriations 
by category 

 
Early 

childhood Youth 

Adult and 
transitions to 

adulthood 
Family 
context Totals 

Supportive/ 
preventive 

State $667.47M $10.5M $483.82M $132.05M $1.294B 

Federal $42.86M $48.48M $0   $1.75M $93.09M 

Direct federal 
payments, if any 

  $500M 
estimated Pell 

grants 

 $500M 

Total, state plus 
federal 

$710.33M $58.98M $983.82M $133.8M $1.887B 

Contingent/ 
remedial 

State $141.82M $895.96M $569.58M $56.42M $1.664B 

Federal $192.29M $735.04M $657.37M $290.25M $1.875B 

Direct federal 
payments, if any 

     

Total, state plus 
federal 

$334.11M $1.631B $1.227B $346.67M $3.539B 

Distress State $623.60M $558.86M $2.684B $0 $3.866B 

Federal $274.2M $120.95M $1.003B $0 $1.398B 

Direct federal 
payments, if any 

  estimated 
$7.33B total 
direct SNAP, 

TANF, 
SSI/SSDI and 

Section 8 
vouchers 

 $7.33B 

Total, state plus 
federal 

897.8M $679.81M $11.017B $0 $12.594B 

Totals State 
 

$1.433B 
 

$1.465B 
 

$3.737B 
 

$188.47M 
 

$6.823B 
 

All federal $509.35M $904.01M $9.542B   $292M $11.247B 

State plus all 
federal  

$1.942B 
 

$2.369B 
 

$13.279B 
 

 $480.47M 
 

$18.07B 
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Discussion 

From this analysis we can see that state and federal funds are mainly flowing toward programs 

for people in distress or at high risk of falling into distress.  Certainly, governments have a valid 

and critical role to play in assisting the distressed.  Our point is not that we should provide less 

care for our vulnerable neighbors when they need it most, but that the more effective state and 

federal policy would be to lend our aid earlier in support of the strengths of families and 

communities, to decrease the probabilities of future distress.  An acknowledgement of the 

important role that community context plays in the distress or success of families, and the 

necessity of family voice as an important influence to create successful governmental policies are 

integral components of this policy shift. If governmental policies were to more effectively and 

efficiently fund and implement programs that support the strengths of children, families and 

communities before complex distress takes hold, then fewer of our neighbors would be in need.   

 

Early childhood. 

It has been amply demonstrated that enrollment in high quality preschool programs decreases 

the need for costly special education services and grade repetition.  In fact, we know from the 

National Institute for Early Education Research (NIEER) study19 that rates of special education 

placement and grade retention have been cut by about a third for students who attended high 

quality preschool in the former Abbott districts, and the positive effect of New Jersey’s excellent 

preschool program on children’s school success, including their achievement test scores, is still 

significant into fifth grade.  This longitudinal impact is enough to support the possibility of a lifetime 

effect, since children’s improved educational trajectories in elementary school are highly 

correlated with subsequent educational attainment and life success.  New Jersey has recently 

expanded public preschool into additional districts, but there are still an estimated 50,000 children 

without access20. 

Best practice home visiting significantly improves the health and welfare of mothers and children, 

cutting the rate of child abuse, which keeps children out of foster care.  Further, there is 

longitudinal evidence from studies of Nurse Family Partnership families that the future rate of 

juvenile delinquency for the children of the visited mothers is cut by two-thirds21.  In New Jersey 

we have Nurse Family Partnership and Healthy Families America programs, along with some 

home-based Early Head Start programs, which combined cover about 5,500 families in need, but 

this is less than five percent of the annual number of births in the state.  Given that more than a 

third of New Jersey families with infants and toddlers earn below 200 percent of the federal 

poverty line (the federal poverty line is $25,100 for a family of four), which translates into about 

100,000 infants and toddlers living in financially struggling families, our home visiting programs 

                                                           
19 Barnett, W. S., Jung, K., Youn, M. & Frede, E. (2013).  Abbott preschool program longitudinal effects 

study: Fifth grade follow-up.  National Institute for Early Education Research (NIEER).  New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University. 
20 Advocates for Children of New Jersey (ACNJ).  www.acnj.org 
21 Eckenrode, J., Campa, M., Luckey, D., Henderson, C., Cole, R., Kitzman, H., Anson, E., Sidora-

Arcoleo, K., Powers, J. & Olds, D. (2010). Longitudinal effects of prenatal and infancy nurse home 
visitation on the life course of youths.  Archives of Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine, 164(1), 9-15. 

http://www.acnj.org/
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cover only a small percentage of the number of families who would almost certainly benefit from 

it22. 

The high quality home visiting and preschool programs that are currently implemented in New 

Jersey are surely sparing us some distress, but shouldn’t we implement these proven programs, 

and other evidence-based programs, at scale for everyone in need? Evidence strongly suggests 

that we will find ourselves spending substantially less on distress later. 

Youth. 

We know that best practice supportive and preventive programs in early childhood lessen the 

degree to which our youth, as they grow from childhood, will be vulnerable to delinquency, risky 

behaviors and school failure - but not every child has had access to these programs, and there 

will always be youth who need further support.  From our analyses it is abundantly clear that those 

programs that have been shown in rigorous studies to work for vulnerable youth - best practice 

alternatives to incarceration (ATI) to keep those who are tending toward trouble from further 

delinquency, college transition programs for capable but tenuous students - are funded at levels 

too low to effectively and efficiently improve outcomes, for cohorts of our students or for our state.  

As an example, New Jersey’s outstanding Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI)23 has 

reduced pre-trial detention for juveniles by about 70 percent since the inception of the program in 

2012 with no increase in crime, a welcome point of success for our state.  However, 60 percent 

of those youth who are currently detained in custody (2442 youth in 2017 across the state) are 

considered low risk/high needs youth who pose no threat to society and could be in an alternative 

program.   Another example is New Jersey’s National Guard Youth ChalleNGe program, a model 

found to have substantial positive impacts on the subsequent education and earnings of the 

enrolled youth,24 which served only 100 teens in 2017.25 Surely there must be hundreds of 

additional teens who could use a program like that. 

We end up spending hefty amounts on efforts that we know do not produce to a satisfactory 

degree the positive outcomes we are seeking for our children.  For instance, special educational 

services for school-age students absorb $884 million in state appropriations which accounts for 

nearly 60 percent of all state funds appropriated for youth, and another $371 million in federal 

support - a program from which less than 79 percent of students graduate.26 Children in foster 

                                                           
22 National Health Policy Forum presentation slides entitled New Jersey Home Visiting Initiative.  

https://www.nhpf.org/uploads/Handouts/Gustin-slides_10-10-14.pdf.    Zero to Three.  State Baby Facts.  
A look at infants, toddlers, and their families in 2015.  NJ.   https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/1159-
new-jersey-state-baby-facts 
23 State of New Jersey Office of the Attorney General, Juvenile Justice Commission (July, 2018).  New 

Jersey Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiatives (JDAI) 2017 Annual Data Report.  
www.nj.gov/oag/jjc/pdf/JDAI-Report-Annual.pdf  
24 Millenky, M., Bloom, D., Muller-Ravett, S. & Broadus, J. (2011).  Staying the course: Three-year results 

of the National Guard Youth ChalleNGe evaluation.  New York City, NY: MDRC. 
25 Notes on the Youth ChalleNGe program in the 2018 Governors Detailed Budget indicate that 100 youth 

were served in the program in the previous fiscal year. 
26 New Jersey Department of Education’s February 2018 report on 2017 high school graduation rates.  

Increase in High School Graduation Rate Reflected in New District- and State-level School Performance 
Report.  www.nj.gov/education/news/2018/0216grad.htm 

https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/1159-new-jersey-state-baby-facts
https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/1159-new-jersey-state-baby-facts
http://www.nj.gov/oag/jjc/pdf/JDAI-Report-Annual.pdf
http://www.nj.gov/education/news/2018/0216grad.htm
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care overall, by every account, do poorly in school and age out of the system into a continuing 

cycle of distress - unintended pregnancy, incarceration, homelessness, poverty ‒ at shockingly 

high rates27, and children from economically disadvantaged families, as a group, graduate high 

school at just under 84 percent28. Yet we know from studies on the value of ‘opportunity youth’ 

that nearly any program that is successful in keeping an at-risk teen in school and out of trouble 

is going to pass a benefit-cost test. 

There are many programs for school-aged children and youth, aside from the ones mentioned 

above, that have strong evidence for positive effects.  Examples, among others, include school-

based mental health programs that improve attendance and academic performance,29 and 

programs such as The Incredible Years which positively impacts not only the parenting 

relationship but also the teacher-student relationship.30  Shouldn’t we flood our schools and 

communities with more of these best practice programs, to decrease the distress of our most 

vulnerable teens as they grow into adults? 

Adults, transitions to adulthood, and family context. 

We are spending an astounding amount of money on adult distress and relatively little on 

programs providing positive supports for the success of adults in our state.  Combined together, 

all state and federal funding for adult distress at $11.017 billion is 85 percent of the total $13.279 

billion of state and federal funding for adults overall.  Appropriations for the Department of 

Corrections along with programs addressing mental illness and addictions account for nearly $2 

billion - nearly a third of all state and federal governmental funds spent directly on adults - to 

incarcerate, institutionalize, or otherwise address the needs of people who have come to a place 

of deep distress in their lives (whether by their own deeds or not).   

In contrast, student grants for college account for a small portion (13%) of state appropriations for 

adults; adding in the estimated $500 million in direct federal Pell grants more than doubles the 

total amount for student grants but brings the proportion of student grant funding to 7 percent of 

the overall total funding for adults.  If we moved the state appropriations for student grants into 

the youth category, which is arguably the more appropriate category for college grants, the family 

                                                           
27 Courtney, M., Pergamit, M., McDaniel, M., McDonald, E., Giesen, L, Okpych, N. and Zinn, A. (2017).  

Planning a next-generation evaluation agenda for the John H. Chafee foster care independence program.   
OPRE Report #2017-16.  Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute. 
28 New Jersey Department of Education’s February 2018 report on 2017 high school graduation rates.  

Increase in High School Graduation Rate Reflected in New District- and State-level School Performance 
Report.  www.nj.gov/education/news/2018/0216grad.htm 
29 School-based health centers that include mental health supports have been shown to increase 

attendance and academic success.  Stolin-Golzman, J., Sisselman, A., Melekis, K. & Auerbach, C. 
(2014).  Understanding the relationship between school-based health center use, school connection, and 
academic performance.  Health and Social Work, 39, 83-91.   Walker, S., Kerns, S., Lyon, A., Bruns, E. & 
Cosgrove, T. (2010).  Journal of Adolescent Health, 46, 251-257. 
30 For a recent comprehensive summary of the effects of the Incredible Years set of evidence-based 

programs for parents and teachers, see this helpful article from the U.K.: Webster-Stratton, C. and 
Bywater, T. (2015).  Incredible partnerships: Parents and teachers working together to enhance outcomes 
for children through a multi-model evidence based program.  Journal of Children’s Services, 10(3), 202-
217. 

http://www.nj.gov/education/news/2018/0216grad.htm
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leave program would remain the sole state-funded preventive program for adults at less than 1 

percent of adult appropriations.  All contingently preventive programs for adults - 

family/community partnerships, family health programs, child care subsidies, employment training 

and unemployment insurances, energy assistance, and drug courts - together account for a small 

portion (9%) of state plus federal adult appropriations. 

The family context category of programs - museums, arts, libraries, recreation, beaches and 

parks, and health protections - are included in these analyses because they provide strengths-

based support to families and individuals, and a sense of well-being and community cohesion.  

They aren’t research-based interventions, but it makes good sense that they are supportive 

components of communities.  At an estimated combined $480.5 million ($188 million state plus 

$292 million federal) this set of programs receive by far the smallest amount of governmental 

appropriations, and even so we have probably overestimated the extent to which some of these 

appropriations are going toward people-facing aspects of the programs.  On the other hand, we 

may also have underestimated the extent to which there are other state-funded programs that are 

contextually supportive of families and individuals - for instance, we have not included 

transportation here and there may be a valid argument for its inclusion.  The Family Success 

Centers - neighborhood-embedded, strengths-supportive places that integrate services, 

information, and support in a non-stigmatizing environment - are undoubtedly the most directly 

supportive of all of the various contextual programs.  At $16 million in state appropriations they 

account for a very small fraction of the budget going directly toward families. 

One has to wonder - how much human tragedy and grief would we save ourselves, and how much 

financial and social cost, if only we spent more to catch people before they fall? 

Limitations of the study 

Dollar amounts.  The dollar amounts reported in this study should be understood as thoughtful 

estimates.  The main limitation of this study as pertaining to dollar amounts is likely to be in the 

inclusion of some appropriations that were not meant to be included within the categories.  For 

instance, while a decision was made to include only direct people-facing government 

appropriations, thereby leaving out plainly administrative costs, some administrative costs likely 

have been included especially where the appropriations for whole programs or departments were 

categorized.  Additionally, it should be noted that although federal dollars were intentionally 

excluded from analyses and discussion after Table 1, if it wasn’t obvious from the budget 

document that federal dollars were included in some program-level lines, then there may be 

instances where they were unintentionally included.  Moreover, some costs are estimated.  For 

instance, the proportion of appropriations for preschool special education was estimated based 

on the proportion of preschool students receiving special education; and, where program-specific 

totals looked like they included federal dollars at a percent share of the total, the state costs were 

calculated by subtracting that percent share.  Lastly, rounding, when differentials are in the 

millions and billions of dollars, may result in considerable rounding error. 

We don’t include tax breaks.  This study focuses on government appropriations for people-facing 

programs, but tax breaks for families, such as the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), are also 
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important sources of support for vulnerable families that are not included in these analyses.  We 

plan to include this type of benefit in subsequent analyses. 

Distress-based supports for families can be supportive of children’s development.   While we 

categorize safety net programs for vulnerable families as distress-based, we acknowledge that 

those programs are extremely valuable for families, providing critical supports for children’s 

development.  Food stamps do feed hungry children, and Section 8 subsidies keep children in 

stable homes. 

The value of New Jersey’s existing best practice programs.  This study does not analyze the 

social benefits that are very likely to be accruing from New Jersey’s existing best practices, nor 

do we estimate the social return on these investments, though those analyses are of interest.  It 

is hoped that the current analyses reported in this paper may be helpful to that later work, in part 

laying the groundwork for subsequent analyses. 

Recommendations 

The Family Success Institute endeavored to determine how public spending in New Jersey relates 

to children, youth and families by applying the Family Success framework to the state budget and 

to federal funds flowing to the state - a developmental perspective not typically applied to 

governmental fiscal documents.  Studying governmental budgets from this perspective sheds 

clear light on the extent to which taxes appropriated for people-facing social programs are heavily 

weighted toward distress-based programs primarily for adults - programs that do little to actually 

prevent the problems of families or society.   

Our primary recommendations are: 

Recommendation #1 

We strongly recommend full implementation of those positive supports and earlier interventions 

that are known to prevent distress and increase the success of vulnerable children, families and 

youth, at enough capacity to serve all in need, along with stronger support for those contextual 

programs that provide all families with a sense of community and well-being.  Doing so, our state 

policies can at least begin to shift state dollars, and perhaps even some federal dollars, toward 

more cost-effective, research-informed and kinder approaches to solving our most pressing social 

problems. Rigorous research informs us that substantial economic returns to New Jersey 

taxpayers will follow. This approach alone, however, is necessary but insufficient. 

Recommendation #2 

Changing this situation will require much more than increasing the capacity of known best practice 

programs like those mentioned above.  While individual high quality programs are necessary, the 

challenges faced by New Jersey’s families today are often multi-faceted, complex, inter-

generational and exacerbated by the contextual environment.  These problems often cannot be 

solved with one narrowly focused program.  We strongly recommend that a state-local systems 

approach for integrated planning, service delivery and evaluation that is resolutely focused on 

family success as an urgent objective is required.   This system should be cross-agency, multi-

contextual, interdisciplinary and collaborative.  New Jersey must more comprehensively invest in 
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success by bending all policy efforts together toward the support of family success, especially for 

the state’s most vulnerable people, so that, going forward, social challenges are less likely to 

become complex, embedded and inter-generational.   

Recommendation #3 

What are the steps to bring these changes to fruition? We strongly recommend the formalization 

of a new comprehensive state Family Success policy with the establishment of a Family Success 

Council appointed by the governor and the legislature,  to align various policies and resource 

allocation with the overall family success policy,  to organize and integrate state and local 

partnerships in support of the overall policy, and to oversee local demonstration initiatives in which 

policies may be piloted on the ground.  The Family Success Council could be comprised of state 

and county agency leadership, community stakeholders, parents and youth, advocates, private 

sector leaders and public figures.   

Recommendation #4 

We strongly recommend that local demonstration initiatives could be created in geographic 

jurisdictions that are willing to serve as demonstration sites for new state policies.  Qualified 

backbone, anchor or intermediary organizations could lead these efforts.  Sites could be chosen 

based on the level of need in the local communities, local capacity, and the commitment of the 

community stakeholders.  Each initiative should establish measurable goals for outcomes and 

impact, and each should be independently evaluated with process and summary approaches. 

Recommendation #5 

Finally, the work of this new family success system would eventually be financed through savings 

to distress-based programs as families and individuals reap the benefits of stronger earlier 

supports and subsequent levels of need for distress-based programs decrease.   However, an 

allocation of funds would be required to catalyze statewide coordination with the new overall policy 

and local strategic plans,  and to development the necessary infrastructure. We strongly 

recommend that a phased in redirection of 2 percent of what is currently spent in state and federal 

dollars on distress through New Jersey’s governmental programs, estimated at approximately 

$5.264 billion, go toward the creation of a new Family Success fund of about $100 million.   This 

fund would be created with existing funds drawn from across multiple agencies.  Mainly those 

agencies would be the Department of Children and Families, the Department of Corrections, and 

the Department of Human Services, although other departments such as the DOE, the DOH, the 

DCA and the DLWD would also be critical partners in this effort.  These agencies would benefit 

from those redirected funds through the implementation of mission-related, best practice, 

supportive policies and programs that would impact the people that those departments serve.     

Taken altogether, these recommendations would be a potent remedy to the human distress in our 

state and the cost of that distress, offering powerful, positive alternatives to the current mode of 

operation.  A growing body of research indicates that earlier, high quality supportive/preventive, 

integrated programs and policies for children, youth and families are smart investments that 

produce measurable benefits that save costs down the road. Indeed, it has been estimated that 
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ending child poverty would return between $7 and $12 dollars to society per dollar invested in the 

effort31.  We need to get serious about family success in New Jersey.  

 

 

                                                           
31 McLaughlin, M. and Rank, M. (2017). Estimating the cost of childhood poverty in the United States. St. 

Louis, MO: Washington University.  https://confrontingpoverty.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/02/PAPER15.pdf  accessed 5/09/19 

 

https://confrontingpoverty.org/wr-content/uploads/2017/02/PAPER15.pdf
https://confrontingpoverty.org/wr-content/uploads/2017/02/PAPER15.pdf
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Appendix 

Notes for Tables 

Notes for Table 2, Early Childhood. State agencies, programs and appropriations for early childhood:   

1. The state home visiting amount, $10.16M, is the estimated state share of the $20.33M total 
appropriation for home visiting, based on a 50% federal match requirement.  

2. The federal estimate for DCF is comprised of joint DCF/ DOH federal funds for home visiting 
totaling approximately $25.36M. 

3. The entirety of the Child Protection and Permanency department is considered a distress-based 
cost for early childhood.  This is paired with the Children’s System of Care department’s costs 
which are considered entirely distress-based with a focus on youth.  

4. The federal funds for CP&P include Title IV child welfare funds at $10.85M and Title IV foster 
care funds at $170.85M; about $42.5M from SSBG for CP&P; plus restricted grants of $15.56M.  
Since some of these funds may be directed toward youth and not toward early childhood, we 
estimate half of the total for EC and half for youth. The total amount of $239.76 divided by 2 is 
$120M.  

5. A note on public preschool: Regular public preschool, while part of the main educational mission 
of the DOE and contributing to the educational common good, is founded on a different premise 
that sets it apart and provides a strong theoretical basis for its position in these analyses.  Public 
preschool is a relatively new program that was instituted for the purpose of intervening earlier in 
children’s development, before they begin their formal schooling, to increase the likelihood of their 
academic and social success. In New Jersey, public preschool is not available to all children. 
Since about 1999 it has been available to all 3 and 4-year-old children in the poorest school 
districts across the state, and has been expanding slowly to additional districts in which a large 
number of children are similarly vulnerable.  Although there may be an argument that the existing 
public preschool program should be considered contingent/remedial, due to the strongly 
supportive nature of the program we categorize it as supportive/preventive.  

6. To the preschool regular education appropriations we add in the federal Race to the Top grant to 
New Jersey at $17.5M. 

7. The $51.83M estimate for the state cost of special education services for preschool children was 
derived by applying the reported 2015 percentage of classified preschool children (0.91%) over 
the total percentage of classified students (16.43%) and applying that proportion (0.06) to the 
total $935.6M 
appropriations.  http://www.nj.gov/education/specialed/data/2016/State_Classification_Rate.pdf 

8. To the preschool special education services appropriations we add in the federal IDEA grant of 
$12M. 

9. The Early Intervention estimate represents the state’s 90% share of the total $103.6M 
appropriation. To the Early Intervention appropriations we also add in the IDEA Part C federal 
funds for Early Intervention at $13M. 

10. The federal Women, Infants and Children (WIC) program is added, with federal funds totaling 

$154.2M; $151,608,000 for the main program plus $2,600,000 for the farmer’s market program. 

11. The federal Head Start funding amount to local programs is based on funding reported for FY 

2017.  https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/hs-program-fact-sheet-2017_0.pdf  

 

Notes for Table 4, Youth. State agencies, programs and appropriations for youth: 

1. The entirety of the budget for the DCF Children’s System of Care division is included as distress-
based.   

2. The federal funds for CP&P include Title IV child welfare funds at $10.85M and Title IV foster 
care funds at $170.85M; about $42.5M from SSBG for CP&P; plus restricted grants of $15.56M.  
Since some of these funds may be directed toward youth and not toward early childhood, we 
estimate half of the total for EC and half for youth. The total amount of $239.76 divided by 2 is 
$120M.  

http://www.nj.gov/education/specialed/data/2016/State_Classification_Rate.pdf
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/hs-program-fact-sheet-2017_0.pdf
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3. Appropriations for the education of institutionalized children from DCF and DOE are counted in 
the distress column, though it is acknowledged that the educational support they receive may be 
a supportive element.  Additionally, while acknowledging that the institutional environment may be 
the least restrictive and most supportive place for some children, the need to be institutionalized 
is undeniably distressful.  

4. The state appropriation for regular education is included here to acknowledge the massive state 
commitment to education.  The $8.52B estimate is not the total DOE budget but is an estimate 
that loosely represents the cost of direct educational services for youth, and is derived by 
subtracting from the total the following list of costs: all costs associated with preschool; special 
education; any special programs and learning supports for disadvantaged children; any programs 
supporting transitions to higher education and employment; school-level improvements; and 
appropriations for pensions. 

5. Note that the education-related dollars do not include local contributions, which make up a very 
large portion of school district budgets.  

6. While we do not include direct costs of regular education, we do include the special services 
portion of the DOE’s appropriations in these analyses, because these services are specifically 
designed to provide remedial supports to students who are unable to succeed in the regular 
program.  

7. The DOE received federal IDEA funds for special educational services, $371.06M; Title I funds, 

$349.1M; funds for 21st Century schools, $21.98M; funds for vo-tech education, $22.57M; and 

additional funds for various educational supports for vulnerable students, $11.21M. 

8. As children grow and become teenagers, our concept of support and prevention necessarily shifts 
away from readiness for entry into elementary schooling and toward readiness for college and 
employment.  Therefore, the GEAR UP and College Bound programs, which begin in early middle 
school and provide information and support to students from low-income families who would like 
to attend college, are considered supportive.  The College Readiness Now program is also 
considered supportive.  Vo-tech high schools are also considered supportive, as they provide an 
alternative route toward success for students who are capable and interested.   

9. The GEAR UP program is funded entirely with federal funds at $3.93M. 

10. The Youth ChalleNGe program, for teenagers who have found trouble, is contingently 
interventive. Federal funds for the Youth ChalleNGe program are $3.2M. 

11. School Turnaround is considered distress-based.  This is a program meant to radically change 
our most distressed, failing schools in which the majority of students do not learn up to grade 
level and do not receive a high school diploma.   

12. DLPS received a relatively small federal grant for juvenile delinquency prevention, $952,000. 

 

Notes for Table 6, Adults and transitions to adulthood. State agencies, programs and appropriations:  

1. The NJ DCF’s Office of Women funds women’s shelters and contains programs for women who 
have experienced domestic violence or are otherwise displaced from their homes.  The $10.85M 
estimated state amount for DCF’s Office of Women is net of the fifty percent federal portion. 

2. DCF’s Family and Community Partnership programs are meant to support vulnerable families to 
prevent child abuse.  The $28.28M estimated state amount for these programs are net of the fifty 
percent federal portion and net of the programs that are specifically mentioned elsewhere (home 
visiting, women’s services, and Family Success Centers). 

3. DCA’s Housing Services dollar amounts here are comprised of rental assistance and emergency 
shelter appropriations.   

4. New Jersey’s DCA receives federal funds for housing, energy assistance and community 

services for low-income people.  

a) Housing services are funded through federal Section 8 vouchers at approximately 

$247M, along with various housing-related grants, including emergency solutions, 

continuum of care, HOME investment partners, and moderate rehab housing assistance 

grants totaling approximately $24M; for a total of $271M.   
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b) Energy assistance is funded through the LIHEAP program at $140M and federal funds for 

home weatherization add another $5.25M.  

c) The Community Services block grant (CSBG) is funded at $20.5M.  

5. The entire budget for the Corrections department is considered distress-based as the entire focus 
of the department is to manage the state prison system, although it is acknowledged that a few 
programs within the department are supportive of the prisoner’s health and welfare.  However, we 
conclude that the experience of prison can be considered wholly distressful.  

6. The Department of Corrections receives a number of relatively small grants from the federal 

government, typically between $350,000 and $500,000 for various programs.  We include the 

total here, as we included the total funding amount from the state for the DOC, at $7M. 

7. The goals of the Department of Health’s Family Health program are supportive of vulnerable 
individuals across the lifespan.  The $62.2M is net of the department’s appropriations for the 
Early Intervention program.  

8. The entirety of the DHS Mental Health and Addictions program is considered distress-based, as 
is the DHS’s division of Family Development, except for the appropriations for child care 
subsidies.  The Family Development department contains those programs meant to remediate 
the effects of poverty on families. The child care subsidies are considered contingent/remedial 
because the purpose of the subsidy is to allow disadvantaged parents (mainly women) who would 
otherwise be unable to afford child care to work.  

9. New Jersey’s DHS receives by far the largest tranche of federal funds, a total of more than 

$10.5B, of which approximately $9.35B is for Medicaid, Medicare and the Children’s Health 

Insurance Program (CHIP), which is not included in our analyses.  Of the remaining $1.16B, 

approximately $820.25M are accounted for as described below: 

1. Funds received through the Mental Health Services block grant at $14.5M, the Substance 

Abuse block grant at $46.55M, and another $1.66M in federal funds toward medical 

assistance for opioid addiction are totaled under Mental Health and Addictions at 

$62.71M.  

2. DHS’s Department of Family Development receives approximately $121.92M in subsidies 

for child care through the Child Care block grant, along with another $5.2M for family 

child care through the national family caregiver program, totaling $127.12M.   

3. DHS’s Department of Family Development receives funds to address homelessness, 

$2.14M; food stamp funds, SNAP $155.78M + $7M; TANF $427.15M; and funds to 

support the aged through the Older Americans Title III program at approximately 

$38.35M.  These funds total approximately $630.42M. 

10. The amount of $81.225M indicated under DLWD Manpower and Employment services is the total 
state funding for the department’s employment training, vocational rehabilitation and career 
connections services. The $5.04M for family leave is the budget line for that program.  

11. New Jersey’s DLWD receives a total $208.25M in federal funds to support workforce 

development, including $126.7M in WIOA funds, $53.14M toward vocational rehabilitation, 

$1.05M toward One Stop Career Centers, and $27.36M toward general employment services. 

Additionally, DLWD receives $156.25M in federal funding for unemployment insurance (UI). 

12. The amount of $478.78M in student grants from the State Department is the total state funds 
across the Office of the Secretary of Higher Education (OSHE) and Higher Education Student 
Assistance Authority (HESAA) - $43.28M and $438.2M respectively - minus the appropriations 
toward youth, $2.7M. 

13. The $127M amount under the Treasury department’s Office of the Public Defender and the 
Protection of Citizens’ Rights is estimated across several direct services, which are: appellate 
services to indigents, trial services to indigents, division of mental health advocacy, office of the 
law guardian, office of parental representation, and civil legal services for the poor. 

14. New Jersey’s DLPS receives federal funds to assist victims of crime totaling $70.48M, dispersed 

across several small programs.  
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Notes for Table 8, Family context. State agencies, programs and appropriations:  

1. There are about 60 Family Success Centers (FSCs) across the state.  The purpose of the FSC is 
to transform the way individuals, families, communities and resources make connections by 
fostering engagement, leadership and community voice, by integrating services, information, and 
support in a non-stigmatizing environment, and by building on the strengths of people and 
neighborhoods. 

2. Federal funding to New Jersey’s DCA through the Small Cities BG, $8M, is for the general 

support of community quality of life. 

3. The DCA’s funding for recreation is specifically for people with disabilities, including the Special 
Olympics.  

4. The appropriations for the DEP Natural Resource Management department funds parks and 
forests, which are probably most relevant for the support of family context, but this department 
also funds fisheries, green acres and shore protection, which may be less relevant for the 
purposes of this study.  However, we include the total department appropriations here.  

5. The DOH Health Protections program focuses on reducing the spread of communicable diseases 
and reducing exposure to environmental or occupational hazards. 

6. Federal funds to New Jersey’s DOH total $449.21M.  Except for the funds that are accounted for 

by direct service programs for early childhood (Early Intervention, WIC, and home visiting) the 

remainder of the federal funds flowing into the DOH are assumed to be contextually supportive of 

families.  

7. The $34.897M estimate for the support of the family context through the State Department is the 
total of two of the State department’s division budgets, the Division of the State Library and the 
Cultural and Intellectual Development Services division, which includes funds for the Council on 
the Arts, and for museums. Relatively small federal grants go to libraries and arts programs 
($850k to the Institute for Museums and Libraries; $900k to National Endowment for the Arts) 
through New Jersey’s Department of State, totaling $1.75M. 

8. Information on Promise Neighborhood grants is from https://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-

do/parental-options/promise-neighborhoods-pn/awards/ 

9. Federal dollars to New Jersey’s DLPS are mainly to support neighborhood safety and anti-gang 

strategies, including community-oriented policing and anti-gang grants of $8M and a Project Safe 

Neighborhoods grant of $500k, totaling $8.5M. 

 

 

https://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-do/parental-options/promise-neighborhoods-pn/awards/
https://innovation.ed.gov/what-we-do/parental-options/promise-neighborhoods-pn/awards/

